Date: 8/16/2021
Time: 9:30 am
Attendees: Bryson Pugh, Courtney Condie, Jenna Sutliff, Alayne Jenkins, Emma Parkinson, Kennedy Poulton, Sofia Crompton, Mary Thayn, Jack Tillman, Sydney Sandoval, Hailee Pett, Tiara Otterson

Bryson:
- Presented the new scholarship updates to the team.
- Presented the vote to change and update scholarships

Votes
- Bryson: yes
- Courtney: yes
- Jenna: yes
- Alayne: yes
- Emma: yes
- Kennedy: yes
- Sofia: yes
- Mary: yes
- Jack: yes
- Sydney: yes
- Hailee: yes
- Tiara: yes